In the standard osteopathic medical school curriculum, osteopathic physician (DO) teachers have been expected to model a humanistic bedside manner and professionalism for third- and fourth-year medical students, interns, and residents. As colleges of osteopathic medicine increasingly strive to connect basic science didactics with clinically based learning activities and engage first- and second-year medical students in clinical simulation experiences, modeling by DOs now occurs earlier in medical training during classroom interactions, often without the physician’s conscious intent.

How DO teachers model behaviors for first- and second-year osteopathic medical students can have a critical effect on students’ development into professional and compassionate physicians; students emulate both positive and negative behaviors modeled by physicians they hold in high esteem. Byszewski et al found that students consider the observation of role models the most important way to learn professional behaviors. Ongoing faculty development for DOs with critical teaching roles within the first 2 years of medical education will help these teachers recognize and make use of positive role modeling opportunities.

The literature supports the use of descriptive fictional vignettes as a powerful “reflective, research, and modeling tool” and “an evaluation and discussion tool for monitoring and developing teachers.” The following vignettes provide examples of frequently observed positive modeling by DO teachers that typically occur during the first and second years of medical school. They are described in detail in the present article as discussion tools so that DO teachers may identify similar interactions with first- and second-year osteopathic medical students and, through increased awareness, increase the occurrence of daily positive role modeling.
How the teacher in each vignette interacts with and models for the learner demonstrates several desired professional behaviors identified by Swick, including exhibiting a commitment to scholarship and advancing the field, evincing core humanistic values, demonstrating a continuing commitment to excellence, subordinating self-interest to the interests of others, and adhering to high ethical and moral standards. The vignettes also emphasize how a positive “hidden curriculum” can shape the student’s professional development. It is crucial for DO teachers to recognize and create these role modeling opportunities. The effect on students of positive messaging and modeling concerning osteopathic principles and practice must not be underestimated.

Vignettes

Modeling Commitment to Scholarship and Advancement of Field

After a clinical skills class, while students are still congregated and observing, a DO instructor reminds an osteopathic internist how to correctly perform a soft-tissue technique the internist can apply to patient care. The DO is positively modeling the importance of continuous medical education and the incorporation of osteopathic manipulative medicine into clinical practice.

A first-year osteopathic medical student receives constructive feedback from a DO teacher after performing poorly during an objective structured clinical examination and feels encouraged and inspired by the discussion. This DO is modeling the concept that well-constructed feedback is an important aspect of professional development, with positive associations that encourage a student to grow.

A second-year osteopathic medical student asks a DO faculty member a clinical question. Unsure of the answer, the DO shows the student how to search for it using a trusted medical resource website. For the student, this behavior is a reminder that DOs do not always have ready answers and must continually acquire medical knowledge, using trusted sources for information.

Modeling Core Humanistic Values

A first-year osteopathic medical student approaches a DO teacher to clarify a key concept presented during a lecture on chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. The DO patiently explains the concept, using language the student understands and making sure the student comprehends the concept before moving on to a new topic. For the student, this behavior models the way in which a DO explains a medical condition to a patient and confirms the patient’s understanding before the end of the encounter.

A DO teacher demonstrates a pelvic examination on a standardized patient during a small group experience with several second-year osteopathic medical students. Students watch the DO establish a comfortable rapport with the patient before proceeding with the examination. In this instance, the DO is modeling how to establish an authentic connection with a patient and help create a trust-based relationship.

A second-year osteopathic medical student asks a confusing question during a DO-facilitated small group discussion on chronic renal failure. The teacher asks the student to repeat the question while listening intently. The DO is modeling active listening, which is required to determine precisely why a patient is seeking medical care.

Modeling Commitment to Excellence

A DO teacher demonstrates an osteopathic structural examination to second-year osteopathic medical students during a physical examination skills course, taking time to answer questions and correct student mistakes when they practice the examination on each other. The DO is modeling the importance of performing a thorough physical examination on each patient, using proper technique.

A DO teacher lecturing on disorders of the esophagus to a class of first-year osteopathic medical students stops at the word achalasia to define it and ensure that students can pronounce it correctly. The DO is modeling proper
use of medical terminology, which will enable students to communicate professionally with their colleagues.

**Modeling the Subordination of Self-Interest to the Interests of Others**
A first-year osteopathic medical student stops a busy DO teacher in a hallway and asks the DO to explain the clinical relevance of pulmonary function testing. The DO takes the student aside and provides a detailed explanation, making sure the student understands before walking away. The DO is modeling the patience that may be required when explaining a diagnostic test to a patient.

**Modeling Adherence to High Ethical and Moral Standards**
A first-year osteopathic medical student invites a DO teacher to dinner after an objective structured clinical examination facilitated by the DO. The DO respectfully declines and explains that, although the student’s thoughtfulness is appreciated, accepting the invitation would be unprofessional. The DO is demonstrating professional conduct in a teacher-student relationship, a dynamic similar to the DO-patient relationship.

**Summary**
The fictional vignettes demonstrate ways in which DO teachers can continually model professionalism and humanistic behaviors in everyday encounters with first- and second-year osteopathic medical students. Faculty development to promote awareness, discussion, and reflection on role modeling opportunities during the first and second years of osteopathic medical school may increase the occurrence of these teachable moments. Faculty developers could use these vignettes in workshops to create role-playing scenarios, helping faculty discuss best practices for role modeling in the preclinical setting and consider ways to increase opportunities for such modeling in daily interactions with students. In a future study, faculty attitudes toward role modeling will be assessed before and after a workshop using these vignettes, followed by another survey 6 months later to determine whether participating faculty have been able to provide more positive role modeling for their first- and second year students, owing to their increased awareness of such opportunities.
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